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INTRODUCTION 

The Institute of Internal Auditors Malaysia (IIA Malaysia) and Malaysian Institute of Accountants 

(MIA) conducted a preliminary study on Outsourcing or Co-sourcing of Internal Audit (IA) 

Function. This study was conducted among the Malaysian companies where most of the 

respondents were members of IIA Malaysia and MIA. As required by the Listing Requirement of 

Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad, many companies have established IA functions either as an 

in-house, outsourced or co-sourced function. This survey focuses on outsourced or co-sourced 

IA functions. There was a total of 114 respondents that completed the survey used for this 

study. The respondents were from non-public listed companies, the Main Market and Ace 

Market.  

 

 

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 

The business environment is becoming more challenging with technological advancements and 

more sophisticated tools to support the expansion and growth of the businesses. The 

expansions and growth are also challenged by key business issues that include risk, talent, 

innovation and sustainability. It is very crucial to have the internal auditors to assess and 

evaluate the effectiveness of the operational activities of the organisation especially in the areas 

of Governance, Risk management and Controls (GRC). 

 

Setting up an effective IA Function is also one of the challenges faced by the Board Audit 

Committee (BAC).  However, we expect that most in-house IA functions in Malaysia are 

matured especially with the guidance of IIA Malaysia and its standards (IPPF - International 

Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing). Therefore, this survey only focused 

on outsourcing or co-sourcing of IA functions. The survey was conducted to determine the 

importance and impact of outsourcing or co-sourcing of IA functions within organizations. The 

survey was also expected to provide insights on the reasons why organisations choose to opt 

for outsourcing or co-sourcing of the IA function.  

 

 

Outsourcing of IA Function  

Outsourcing: A partnership between a client and an outside vendor, both sharing a common 

vision to effectively, efficiently and accurately accomplish an agreed-upon process for the 

benefits of both parties in a way of doing business effectively. Where the IA function is 

outsourced, there will be an independent internal audit service provider who will conduct the 

internal audit services. 

 

 

Co-sourcing of IA Function 

Co-sourcing: A combining of services from within and outside a business to achieve the same 

goal. This means a business arrangement in which work is performed by both internal staff and 

the external service provider. Where an organization lacks some expertise in certain areas, i.e., 
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IT Audit, Risk Management and Special Review, they tend to engage or co-source those areas 

with an external service provider.  

 

 

FINDINGS 

 Annual budget of IA function - 35% of the respondents indicated that their annual 

budget of the IA function is less than RM50K, while 21% reported a budget of RM101K – 

RM499K and 20% with a budget of RM50K – RM100K. On average, the annual budget of 

IA function is less than RM500K. 

 

 Number of IA Staff- Most of the respondents fall into the category of 0-10, number of IA 

staff. The result indicates that the IA team of outsourced or co-sourced IA function is 

relatively small (less than 10). For organisations who co-sourced their IA function, there 

may not be enough resources in the IA team, whereas for outsourced IA function, it may 

be sufficient enough as it is fully outsourced to the external service providers to perform 

the audits. 

 

 Specialty Areas of Co-sourced IA functions- Risk Management is the top ranking (34%) 

of the specialty areas, followed by the IT Audit (27%), Governance Reviews (24%) and 

Special Reviews (15%).  This may reflect that the in-house IA function’s existing resources 

are either not sufficient enough to support these areas or lack the required skills to perform 

audits in these areas. 

 

 Reasons for Outsourcing or Co-sourcing the IA function - The main reasons identified 

by the respondents in this survey for outsourcing or co-sourcing the IA functions are as 

follows:  

 The need for specialised technical expertise 

 Cost efficiency 

 To improve the quality of the audit 

 Difficulty in recruiting competent staff 

 

These reasons indicate that the specific skill sets required for specialty areas is deemed to be 

one of the crucial reason for the IA function to be outsourced or co-sourced. Furthermore, the 

growing role of IA encompassing Governance, Risk Management and Controls (GRC), require 

qualified staff in those areas to conduct the audits. 

 

 Criteria used to evaluate potential outsourced or co-sourced service provider 

The survey respondents have identified four criteria used to assess the external service 

providers which are as follows:  

 The firm’s experience in providing the kind of IA services required; 

 The reputation of the firm; 

 An evaluation of the audit team’s knowledge; and 

 The costs involved and whether they are likely to escalate if dependency is increased 
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 Requirements and Deliverables in the contract - A written agreement or contract is very 

essential for outsourcing or co-sourcing of IA functions. In this survey, the top four 

requirements and deliverables identified are as follow:  

 Key deliverables 

 Assignment of responsibility on the audit plan 

 Expected timelines for audits 

 Agreement on the structure and process of outsourcing 

 

 The Board/ Management's three primary expectations of IA function - There were 

more than 10 options given to the respondents to identify three primary expectations of the 

Board or Management of their IA function. Listed below are the top four of primary 

expectations selected by the respondents: 

 Assessment and reporting of internal control deficiencies; 

 Process/ Control improvement recommendations; 

 Identification of irregularities or non-compliance; and 

 Assessment and reporting of key business risks 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

It is recognised that many co-sourcing or outsourcing arrangements with external service 

providers have been effective in helping organisations obtain internal audit services that 

contribute to management’s controls objectives. However, there must be safeguards by the 

Board to ensure that the internal audit function is performed efficiently and effectively in 

conformance to the International Professional Practices Framework (Standards). 

 

Standard 2070 – External Service Provider and Organisational Responsibility for Internal 

Auditing states, “When an external service provider serves as the internal audit activity, the 

provider must make the organisation aware that the organisation has the responsibility for 

maintaining an effective internal audit activity”. The Standard further explains that “this 

responsibility is demonstrated through the quality assurance and improvement programme 

which assesses conformance with the Definition of Internal Auditing, the Code of Ethics and the 

Standards”.  


